Some achievements...

The sundials presented hereafter are only some examples of achievements of the Workshop Acacia (see also "examples 2 and 3"). They are always single parts carried out to measure and personalized according to the desires of the customer.

Sundial carried out in Cassel 06 at the end of 2002, Cock and entourage decoration "earthenware", currency drawn from the sonnets of Helene de Ronsard, flowers of mountain and legend of the Melusine fairy.

Curves of the solstices and equinoxial. Horizon. Polar style with ball. An explanatory plate near to the sundial makes it possible to regulate its watch.

Sundial with polar and meridian style of average time in Gros 05600 (at the auteur). devise of the place in local patois: "A Large, one eats when one can, one drinks when one wants" (Valid at the beginning of the XXe century). Une heppe fasciée and a falcon (female) birds familiar of the place take part in the decoration. A star with seven branches offers an explanation of the succession of the days of the week in close connection with astrology...

The meridian one gives midday in average hour to Gros; the luminous spot is superimposed on the curve into 8 with exactly 13h33m30s in summer, and 12h33m30s in winter. The signs of the zodiac rythm the race of the sun throughout the year (Let us recall that the sign of the zodiac is also an astronomical reality; it corresponds indeed to the displacement of the sun of 30° on the ecliptic starting from the vernal point 0° of the ram);

Sundial with Varzy 58210 on a particular house.

Format 90 X 90 cm - Standard time of winter and equation of time for the 15 of each month; The figure of the hour marks also the number of the month - the equation of time is negative in red and positive in blue -

Sundial carried out on a communal building of Aspres the Bodies. Format 90 X 120 X cm - polar style with strut - Inclined 1.2° and declining western of 3.0° - Embedded in the wall - Blazon of the commune

Sundial on a hotel - restaurant with Saint Jean d' Arves 73. Format 100 X 75 cm

Vertical sundial declining Western in Dormilouse 05 in the National park of the Jewel cases. Format 80 X 60 cm
Sundials with Gigors 04250, Format 140 cm X 160 cm. Southern frontage; Currency "do not be to It gavot qu vouo"(N) is not gavot which wants), disc with eyepiece held by a brass woman, curves of the solstices, equinoctial and curve of the SAINT LAURENT (followed by the luminous spot on August 10). Frontage is: ribbon with name of the place and co-ordinates geographical;

Horizontal sundial with its plate of reading, both in enamelled lava. This dial is calculated for Maurecourt and presents the blazon of the commune, the year 2000 goes back to realization. Graduations of the hours, half-hours and fifteen minutes in hour solar, curve of the solstices, equinoctial and curve of September 2, triangular style. Dimensions: octagone registered in a square of 40 X 40 cm, thickness 1.5 cm;

Vertical sundial very complete (arcs of the signs of the zodiac, corrections, formulas) and very personalized! Place: Maurecourt, year: 1994, format: 120 X 90 cm.

Vertical sundial with Saint Sever 05, localities Fachins, house "Oppidum". Realization 2000, format 90 X 60 cm.

Vertical sundial with Vincieux 26, very declining in, local fauna: blackbird, trip hammers, frog, lizard. Format 80 X 60 cm

True solar hour, solstices and equinoxes, beautiful currency

Vertical sundial, format 60 X 60 cm, almost full south, to Tumiac 56, hermine and anchor of navy.

Sundial with Mount-Dolphins (05) - Guéry house. Declining 71° East right Style with ball, arcs of the solstices and equinoctial. Semper amicus will hora: It is always the hour for the friends. 60 cm X 60 cm;

Vertical sundial with right style, declining Ouest/Sud-West, located at Truchtersheim 67. Arcs of the solstices and equinoctial. Latin currency: Sun shone for all format 76 X 100 cm;

Western vertical sundial with right style on the bell-tower of the oecumenical center of VAr Claire 05600;

Sundial vertical declining southern west and tilted on a particular house of Cannes: Arcs of the signs of the zodiac; decoration turtle-dove and red orana: Latin
Currency: It is always the hour for the friends. Polar style, true solar hour, declining southern west. The Mediterranean, pointed hill of Sète, grapes;

Sundial with Malcombe close to Gap 05000. Format 60 X 60 cm. Realization 2002;

Sundial with Ceyreste 13600, Format 90 X 90 cm, polar style with ball, two swallows, true solar hour, solstices and equinoxes, beautiful original currency chosen by the customer;

Sundial with Lespignan, close to Béziers, declining western 32°, cutting of the squares according to the support. Format 100 X 75 cm, style with eyepiece, curves of variation for the anniversaries of the family, solstices and equinoxes;

Sundial of horn-the eye for a decoration of interior, retorts of an old sundial of Galliestre 05, the style and the shade belongs to the decoration. Format 90 X 60 cm.

Sundial with Chabottes 05, polar style, south-eastern orientation, decoration camarguais. Format 90 X 120 cm.

Sundial with Valdeblore 06, format 80 X 60 cm, polar style, true solar hour, ribbon rainbow and signs of the zodiac of the family.

Sundial with Saint Crepin 05, format 120 X 120 cm. A finishing was made to rectify the support of the sundial, the wall not being vertical.